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The Perfect Partnership

Coat Accoya or Tricoya in Teknos factory 
applied coating systems to achieve:

• Prolonged service life
• Enhanced UV protection
• Barrier against moisture
• Performance in extreme weathers
• Extended maintenance periods
• Up to 12 years warranty on coatings

Suitable for a wide range of timber products, 
for installation anywhere in the world:

• Facades
• Windows and shutters
• Cladding
• Stuctural timber
• Outdoor furniture
• Doors

partners in sustainability
Our commitments to the environment are key to our 
perfect partnership. 

Protect and prolong
Teknos is on a mission to make the world last longer 
by lowering VOCs in our paints, reducing waste, using 
fewer resources. 

Cradle-to-Cradle
Accoya® is certified by the FSC® and Cradle to Cradle 
(C2C) overall Gold certified®, it is the only construction 
material in the world to achieve C2C Platinum 
certification® for Material Health. Specification of 
Accoya® yields additional credits for specifiers in LEED 
v4, BREEAM.

Sustainably sourced
Tricoya® is FSC® certified and UKTR compliant 
and is produced from fast-growing, well managed, 
sustainable sources. 
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PROVEN PERFORMANCE AROUND THE WORLD
At the heart of the Accoya/Teknos partnership is verified 
test and real-world data demonstrating successful long-
term performance against other coated wood.

Buildings in Europe and Asia with fully factory 
finished Teknos coated Accoya are now 
approaching 12 years since they were installed.

The first maintenance coat for many of these projects is 
only now needing to be considered, almost 12 years on. 

A track record 
of proven 

performance on 
projects

India Netherlands

United Kingdom Latvia

Details of these and other projects 
are available at teknos.com and 
accoya.com

“a more stable substrate to the 
coating material resulting in less 

coating defects and a higher 
durability of the coating system 

compared to other wood species”.

SHR

“the anticipated lifespan to first 
maintenance ... can  be extended 

to as much as three times 
compared to when unmodified 

softwoods are used”.

BM TRADA

10 year natural exposure trial 
OF teknos coatings  on accoya

2008 Victoria Hospital, UK 2021 Victoria Hospital, UK

teknos drywood coatings on accoya

2012 Carradale House, UK 2021 Carradale House, UK



COATING SOLUTIONS

Visit www.teknos.com for information on coating and maintenance systems 
and to find your nearest Teknos representative

SERVICE AND SUPPORT

Accoya sunshades coated in 
AQUAPRIMER and AQUATOP

Accoya facade panels coated in 
TEKNOL AQUA and NORDICA EKO

Accoya windows coated in 
ANTISTAIN AQUA and AQUATOP

Tricoya and Accoya facade coated in 
Teknos Drywood OPTIFINISH 

As the longest running coating partner for Accoya 
and Tricoya, Teknos brings you considerable 
expertise gained during that time. With Teknos 
you benefit from testing and performance data 
combined with a track record of real-world 
experience.

Support for customers goes beyond simply supplying 
paint. Teknos can help you select the optimum system 
for your Accoya/Tricoya designs and support you with 
efficient and sustainable production processes. 

Project Team

• Design and specification assistance to ensure 
construction of the Accoya/Tricoya products 
maximises the coatings’ durability and protection

• Review of the project’s location to ensure the best 
coating system for the building’s situation 

Production Processes

• From timber delivery to shipment of the finished 
product, we can optimize your processes

• Our advice includes correct machining, best 
practice in paint application, drying, storage and 
wrapping for transportion to site

Colours and Finishes

• Our database holds thousands of colour recipes 
and we have finishes to suit all tastes

• Bespoke shades are no problem with our 
colour technology, we offer accuracy and the 
confidence to try new shades

Site Support and Inspections

• Sometimes support is needed on-site. On the 
rare occasions they are coating-related, we     
can help

• Many issues can be resolved remotely but 
for the ones that require a site visit, our local 
experienced professionals are on hand

• Their recommendations will not only relieve 
immediate problems but avoid future ones with 
construction and production advice

Take the next step in performance 
with Teknos coating systems for 
Accoya and Tricoya

Gerda Ekeris



We make the world 
last longer

TEKNOS GROUP OY
TAKKATIE 3, P.O.BOX 107
FI–00371 HELSINKI
FINLAND
TEL. +358 9 506 091
SALES@TEKNOS.FI

Teknos is a global coatings company with operations in more 
than 20 countries in Europe, Asia, and the USA. Teknos is one 

of the leading suppliers of industrial coatings with a strong 
position in retail and architectural coatings. 

Teknos wants to make the world last longer by providing smart, 
technically  advanced paint and coating solutions to protect and prolong. 

Teknos always works in close cooperation with its customers. 

Teknos was established in 1948  and is one of 
Finland’s largest family-owned businesses. 

For further information, visit www.teknos.com
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